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### plot.readability

Plots a readability Object

**Description**

Plots a readability object

**Usage**

```r
## S3 method for class 'readability'
plot(x, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A readability object.
- `...` ignored.

### print.readability

Prints a readability Object

**Description**

Prints a readability object

**Usage**

```r
## S3 method for class 'readability'
print(x, digits = 1, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A readability object.
- `digits` The number of digits to print.
- `...` ignored.
**readability**  

*Calculate Readability Scores*

**Description**

A collection of readability tools that utilize the *syllable* package for fast calculation of readability scores by grouping variables.

Calculate the Flesch Kincaid, Gunning Fog Index, Coleman Liau, SMOG, Automated Readability Index and an average of the 5 readability scores.

**Usage**

```r
readability(x, grouping.var, order.by.readability = TRUE, group.names, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x`  
  A character vector.

- `grouping.var`  
  The grouping variable(s). Takes a single grouping variable or a list of 1 or more grouping variables.

- `order.by.readability`  
  logical. If TRUE orders the results descending by readability score.

- `group.names`  
  A vector of names that corresponds to group. Generally for internal use.

- `...`  
  ignored

**Value**

Returns a *data.frame* (*data.table*) readability scores.

**References**


Examples

```r
## Not run:
library(syllable)

(x1 <- with(presidential_debates_2012, readability(dialogue, NULL)))

(x2 <- with(presidential_debates_2012, readability(dialogue, list(person, time)))))
plot(x2)

(x2b <- with(presidential_debates_2012, readability(dialogue, list(person, time),
          order.by.readability = FALSE)))

(x3 <- with(presidential_debates_2012, readability(dialogue, TRUE)))

## End(Not run)
```
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